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Motivation
• Challenge in GPU reliability research:
huge unreachable exhaustive fault sites
for fault injection
• Benchmark GEMM:
16384 threads → 6.23×10. fault sites!
• Baseline solution: Random sampling
based on statistics
Confidence Interval:99.8%
60K fault sites
Error Margin: 1.26%
• Our goal: accurate & effective fault
injection methodology
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Accuracy

Our pruning method gives excellent error resilience
estimations for most of benchmark kernels. On average,
the differences between our pruning technique and
baseline regarding masked, SDC (Silent Data Corruption),
other outputs are 1.68%, 1.90%, and 1.04%, respectively.
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vBaseline: 60K random experiments, with 99.8% confidence intervals and 1.26%
error margin.

Progressive Error Sites Pruning

Effectiveness
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ü Thread-wise pruning is most effective, as it reduces the
magnitude of the number of error steps by up to 5
orders of magnitude.
ü Instruction-wise pruning is most effective for HotSpot
and PathFinder, because these are a lot of threads left
after thread-wise pruning.
ü Loop-wise pruning and bit-wise pruning progressively
contributes to the reduction of the error sites for each
benchmark kernel.
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Conclusion
• GPGPU applications have huge unreachable exhaustive fault sites
• We propose our progressive fault site pruning methodology leveraging
GPGPU-specific features.
• Our pruning technique gets accurate GPU reliability assessment and
achieves significant reduction in the number of fault injection
experiments.

v“+” indicates that each pruning technique is progressively built upon the pruned sites
delivered by the previous one.
vThe number of pruned fault sites is normalized by the original exhaustive error sites for each
benchmark kernel.
vWe use log scale with a base of 10 for the y-axis.
vOnly kernels in the first row are applicable to instruction-wise pruning.
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